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Using a radioactively tagged, photoaffinity analog of CAMP, 8-azidoadenosine- 
3’,5’-cyclic monophosphate (8-N3cAMP), and [ T ~ ~ P ]  ATP, the membrane- 
binding properties of both the regulatory and catalytic subunits of the CAMP- 
activated protein kinase of human erythrocyte membranes were investigated. 
[32P] 8-N3cAMP was used to locate and quantify regulatory subunits. Increased 
phosphorylation of specific membrane proteins by [ T ~ ~ P ]  ATP was used to 
determine the presence of the catalytic subunit. The data support a mechanism 
which operates through a tight membrane-bound regulatory subunit and a 
catalytic subunit that is released from the membrane when cAMP is present 
and the Mg. ATP concentration is below approximately 10 pM. The catalytic 
subunit is not required for the Mg. ATP inhibition of 8-N3cAMP binding. 
Experiments with a photoaffinity analog of ATP, 8-azidoadenosine triphosphate 
(8-N3 ATP), support the hypothesis that ATP hydrolysis and phosphorylation 
are not involved in the regulation. The data indicate that the regulatory subunit 
contains an ATP regulatory site which inhibits 8-N3cAMP binding and the 
release of the catalytic subunit. These results indicate that the membrane-bound 
type I enzyme (type IM) differs significantly from the soluble (type IS) enzyme 
studied in other tissues. These enzymes are compartmentalized by being in 
different cellular locations and are regulated differently by Mg. ATP. 
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Recent reports have supported the concept that CAMP-activated protein kinases may be 
divided into two major types [I-31 . In general, type I1 does not bind Mg- ATP tightly but 
does undergo autophosphorylation of the regulatory subunit which affects CAMP-stimulated 
dissociation of the subunits [4-71. Type I binds Mg. ATP tightly and does not undergo 
autophosphorylation [ 2 , 8 , 9 ] .  Previous reports have shown the utility of [3zP] 8-N3cAMP 
as a probe for cAMP binding proteins such as the regulatory subunit of protein kinases 
(10-12, 14, 15). Using erythrocyte membranes as a model system, [32P] 8-N3cAMP as a 
photoprobe for the regulatory subunit, and increased phosphorylation of specific membrane 
protein by [ Y ~ ~ P ]  ATP as a measure of the presence of an active catalytic subunit, we have 
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studied the mechanism of cAMP and ATP regulation of this membrane-enzyme system. 
The data indicate that the major, membrane-bound, CAMP-activated protein kinase of 
human erythrocytes is an example of type I protein kinase and that Mg. ATP as well as 
CAMP regulate its activity. Using [fl,y3’P] 8-N3ATP, which mimics the regulatory action of 
ATP with this enzyme, a site on the regulatory subunit was photolabeled at 8-N3ATP con- 
centrations which caused rapid dissociation of 8-N3 CAMP. Brief accounts of this work have 
been previously presented [18,19]. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

[32P] 8-N3cAMP and [fl,y3’P] 8-N3ATP were synthesized by a previously reported 
procedure [ 11,161. [y3’P] ATP was purchased from ICN. All other nucleotides were 
purchased from Sigma Chemical Company except adenylyl imido-diphosphate (AMP-PNP) 
which was generously supplied by Dr. R. Yount. Preparation of human erythrocyte mem- 
branes, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and autoradiography were done as described 
earlier [ 121 . 

amount of membranes containing 700 pg protein two times at 0” with 5 ml of a solution 
containing 80 mM NaC1, 50 mM KC1, 0.5 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetate (EDTA), 2.5 mM 
MgC12, and 20 mM Tris*HCI, pH 7.4, ? cAMP or 8-N3cAMP. Washing involved vortexing 
the membranes for 1 minute in the above solution followed by centrifugation (for 10  
minutes at 25,OOOg) and then aspirating off the supernatant. The presence of an active 
catalytic subunit was determined by increased 32P incorporation into membrane proteins 
known to be endogenous substrates for the CAMP-activated protein kinase. Membrane 
protein phosphorylations were done in 0.2 ml of wash solution containing 50 pM [y3’P] ATP 
k cAMP at 4”. The presence of regulatory subunit in the membrane preparations was 
determined by photolysis of membranes with [32P] 8-N3cAMP present. To check for the 
regulatory subunit in the wash solutions, the initial eluate was mixed with [32P] 8-N3cAMP 
in a quartz cuvette, photolyzed for 5 minutes at 2 cm distance, mixed with 700 pg mem- 
brane protein (to assure a large enough pellet on PCA precipitation), and the protein pre- 
cipitated by addition of 5 ml of 6% PCA (perchloric acid) at 0°C. 32P incorporation was 
determined by liquid scintillation counting in Beckman Ready-Solv Solution VI. 

Removal of the regulatory and catalytic subunits was attempted by washing an 

RESULTS 

The autoradiograph of Figure 1 shows that the catalytic subunit may be removed 
from the membrane by washing with cAMP present. In this experiment membranes were 
divided into three portions. One portion was not washed, one was washed without CAMP, 
and one was washed with 1 pM cAMP present. These portions were then split and incubated 
with 50 pM [y3’P] ATP k 1 pM CAMP. The proteins of unwashed membrane, separated in 
slots 1 and 2, indicate that cAMP stimulates phosphorylation of proteins near Coomassie 
stained bands 2.1,2.4,3,4.6,4.7, and two more towards the bottom of the gel (approxi- 
mate molecualr weights of 29,000 and 15,500) as previously reported for this gel system 
[12]. Membranes washed without cAMP present, slots 3 and 4, gave results identical with 
the unwashed membranes. However, membranes washed with CAMP present, slots 5 and 6, 
show that the CAMP-stimulated phosphorylation is completely absent. Similar results were 
obtained if membranes were washed with 8-N3 CAMP. 

The data shown in the autoradiograph in Figure 2 indicate that the regulatory subunit, 
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Fig. 1. Autoradiograph of a SDS polyacrylamide slab gel o n  which membrane proteins were separated. 
Prior to electrophoresis membrane proteins were phosphorylated by [r3'P] ATP with (slots 2,4, and 6 )  
and without (slots 1, 3, and 5) 1 p M  cAMP present. Slots 1 and 2 contain unwashed membranes, slots 
3 and 4 contain membranes washed without cAMP present, and slots 5 and 6 are membranes washed 
with 1 p M  cAMP present. Numbers to the left of the  figure represent the Coomassie blue stained protein 
bands which coincide with 32P incorporation (see text). 

labeled CA-1, remained tightly membrane-bound before and after binding 8-N3cAMP. The 
radioactivity incorporated into CA-1 of slots 3 and 5 (85 and 92 cpm, respectively) was 
approximately 2% of the radioactivity that was found in equivalent portions of washed 
membranes (slots 2 and 4 with 4,560 and 4,356 cpm, respectively). The difference in these two 
sets of values represents the amount of regulatory subunit removed by washing. 

The data seem to indicate that washing with CAMP plus ATP did not significantly 
release the regulatory unit, either, since the CA-1 band of slot 7 contained less than 5% of 
the counts observed in the CA-1 band of slot 6. However, it is probable that CA-1 may be 
released from the membrane by Mg. ATP, but that the released form, with Mg. ATP bound, 
will not photoincorporate [32P] 8-N3cAMP to any significant extent [I31 . Comparison of 
the level of radioactivity in Ca-1 found in slots I ,  2, and 4 versus 6 indicated that ATP by 
some manner prevented photolabeling by 8-N3cAMP. Washing with ["PI 8-N3cAMP plus 
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Fig. 2. Autoradiograph of a SDS-gradient polyacrylamide gel on which membrane proteins photo- 
labeled with [32P] 8-N3cAMP have been separated. Slot 1 contains unwashed membranes which were 
incubated 5 minutes with 1 pM [32P] 8-N3cAMP, then photolyzed. Slot 2 contains membranes washed 
first, then incubated with [32P] 8-N3cAMP and photolyzed. Slot 4 contains membranes washed with 
1 p M  [32P] 8-N3cAMP present, then photolyzed. Slot 6 contains membranes washed with 1 pM 
[32Pi 8-N3cAMP and 0.4 mM Mg-ATP present, and then photolyzed. Slot 8 contains unwashed mem- 
branes preincubated 5 minutes with 1 pM [32P] 8-N3cAMP at  4", then incubated for 30 seconds with 
0.4 mM Mg.ATP, photolyzed, and then washed. Slots 3 , 5 ,  and 7 are the first-wash eluate of membranes 
in slots 2 , 4  and 6, respectively, which were mixed with 1 p M  [32P] 8-N3cAMP and photolyzed as 
given in the text. The CA-1 bands contained 4,986; 4,560; 85; 4,357;92;1,220;75;and4,206 cpm in slots 
1-8, respectively. 

0.4 mM ATP, both nucleotides being added simultaneously (slot 6), reduced the photo- 
incorporation into band CA-1 by approximately 75%. Addition of ATP and immediate 
photolysis, after incubation with [32P] 8-N3cAMP (slot €9, did not decrease photoincor- 
poration nearly as much (< 30%). Other experiments, not described here, indicate that 
Mg. ATP decreases the tight, but reversible binding of [32P] 8-N3cAMP to these membranes. 
Therefore, the decrease in photoincorporation is due to a decrease in binding affinity for 
the cyclic nucleotide and not to a decrease in the efficiency of the photolabeling process. 

Figure 3 shows the concentration effects of Mg. ATP on the photoincorporation of 
["PI 8-N3cAMP into CA-1. Approximately 75 pM Mg. ATP gave a maximum decrease in 
photoincorporation of about 72-84% depending upon the membrane preparation. Fifty 
percent of the maximum decrease in photoincorporation was obtained by approximately 
5-10 pM Mg- ATP. The actual concentration is difficult to determine since ATP is being 
hydrolyzed by other membrane enzymes, eg the Mg2+.ATPase. Also, experiments we have 
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Fig. 3. [32P] 8-N3cAMP (1 pM) was preincubated with membranes for 5 minutes a t  4" prior to the 
addition of Mg-ATP. After 10 minutes of incubation with Mg-ATP the membrane solutions were photo- 
lyzed and the proteins separated o n  SDS polyacrylamide gels. The CA-1 band was sliced out  and counted 
by liquid scintillation. 

performed indicate that the effects of Mg- ATP are very dependent on ionic strength [13]. 
The unique cyclic nucleotide binding properties of CA-1 led to development of an 

experimental technique we call "cold trap." In effect, whichever cyclic nucleotide, 8-N3 cAMP 
or CAMP, first occupies the regulatory site may be trapped into that site by lowering the 
temperature to below 4". For example, at 37" there is good exchange between cAMP and 
8-N3cAMP on the regulatory protein. However, at 4" the off rate of the occupying cyclic 
nucleotide is so slow that it is barely detectable after 1 hour incubation and this off rate 
is not noticeably enhanced by additions of large amounts of the other cyclic nucleotide, 
including CAMP. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of adding ATP, Mg-ATP, and CAMP before and after incu- 
bation of the membranes with [3zP] 8-N3cAMP at 4". The results show that 8 pM cAMP 
is a much better protector against photolabeling than 200 pM Mg. ATP when the protector 
is added before the 8-N3cAMP. However, if 8-N3cAMP is allowed to occupy the cyclic 
nucleotide site first and the temperature is below 4", then Mg. ATP decreases photoincor- 
poration more effectively than CAMP at the concentrations given. For example, after 20 
minutes of preincubation with [3zP] 8-N3cAMP, the results show that additions of 0.5 mM 
ATP (without Mg2+) had no effect and 8.0 pM CAMP only slightly decreases the binding 
(%lo% after 15 minutes), whereas MgeATP gave a maximum inhibition of about 80% with- 
in 5 minutes. Neither Mg2+ or CaZf added alone had any effect on [32P] 8-N3cAMP photoincor- 
poration [ 121 . 

determine if the catalytic subunit was required for the Mg- ATP inhibition of photoincor- 
poration of [32P] 8-N3cAMP into CA-1, the membrane-bound regulatory subunit. With 

The object of the experiment resulting in the autoradiogram of Figure 5 was to 
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Fig. 4. Membranes were incubated at  4" for various times with 79 nM [32P] 8-N3cAMP then photolyzed 
(M) or incubated for 20 minutes, other nucleotides added as indicated, and the solution photolyzed 
after %, 5, 10 and 15 minutes of incubation. The bot tom solid line (-0-) shows the effect of adding 
0.2 mM MgeATP before adding [32P] 8-N3cAMP. The solid triangle in the lower left corner represents 
the effect of adding 8 p M  cAMP before adding [32P] 8-N3cAMP. 

regard to the activity of the catalytic subunit, the membrane proteins of slot 5 (unwashed) 
show a phosphorylation profile which is consistent with that observed when the catalytic 
subunit is active. However, slot 6 (washed with 8-N3cAMP present) shows endogenous 
phosphorylation consistent with that observed when the catalytic subunit is not active 
(ie the catalytic subunit is restrained or, as is the case here, it has been removed from the 
system). Slot 7 contained membrane proteins treated identically to those in slot 6 with 
the exception that a portion of the first-wash eluate was added back to the membranes 
(ie, the catalytic subunit was washed away and then replaced). The phosphorylation pro- 
file of slot 7 is similar to that observed when cAMP is added to unwashed membranes. This 
proves that the catalytic subunit is in the wash solution and may be added back giving a 
CAMP-like stimulated phosphorylation. 

[32P] 8-N3cAMP was photoincorporated into the CA-1 protein of slots I ,  2, and 8 to 
level of 1,035 cpm f 576, again indicating that washing did not remove the CAMP-binding 
protein. The photoincorporation of radioactivity in CA-1 protein of slot 3 (unwashed, Mg. 
ATP added) and slot 4 (washed with 8-N3cAMP present, Mg- ATP added) was 266 and 
and 203 cpm. This indicates that the Mg. ATP-induced decrease in photoincorporation of 
[32  PI 8-N3cAMP did not require one-to-one regulatory subunit binding with the catalytic 
subunit, since the catalytic subunit was present in membranes of slot 3 but enzymatically 
undetectable in those of slot 4. 

centration of Mg. ATP required to given maximum dissociation of [32P] 8-N3cAMP from 
the regulatory site. These data indicate that while catalytic subunit is not absolutely re- 
quired, it greatly decreases the concentration of Mg. ATP required for equal decrease in 
[32P] 8-N3cAMP photoincorporation. 

of [32 P] 8-N3cAMP photoincorporation. Neither Mg. AMP-PNP nor MgVGTP was very 

The data in Figure 6 show the effect of the presence of catalytic subunit on the con- 

Figure 7 shows the effect of various nucleotide triphosphates (NTPs) on inhibition 
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Fig. 5. Autoradiograph of a SDS gradient polyacrylamide gel on  which membrane proteins were sepa- 
rated. Membranes used were either unwashed after preparation (slots l ,  2, 3, and 5), washed without 
[32P] 8-N3cAMP present (slot S), or washed with 1 fiM [32P] S-N~CAMP present (slots 4, 6, and 7). The 
membrane solutions were then either photolyzed to incorporate [32P] S-N~CAMP (slots 1, 2, 3 ,4 ,  and 
8 with 3 and 4 having 0.4 mM Mg.ATP added 5 minutes before photolysis) or mixed with [r3’P] ATP 
and CAMP to  determine the level of activity of the CAMP activated protein kinase (slots 5 ,  6, and 7). 

effective. Mg. 8-N3ATP was very similar to Mg. ATP in decreasing photoincorporation. 
Using [p, y32P] 8-N3ATP, we have completed experiments showing that it is not a substrate 
for the CAMP-activated protein kinases of human erythrocyte membranes but that it is 
photoincorporated into regulatory subunits, at concentrations which effect inhibition of 
8-N3cAMP photoincorporation. Other experiments with Ca2+. ATP and CaZt.GTP indicated 
that neither affected photoincorporation to a significant degree. 

DISCUSSION 

Other researchers have reported the inhibition of soluble CAMP-activated protein 
kinases by Mg*ATP and the fact that Mg. ATP promotes the dissociation of [3 H] CAMP 
from its binding site on the regulatory subunit [2, 8 , 9 ] .  These reports raise questions about 
the location of the Mg- ATP binding site which causes the dissociation; ie is it on the 
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Fig. 6. Two portions of membranes were incubated at  4" for 10 minutes with 1 pM [32P] 8-N3cAMP 
in a solution of 80 mM NaC1, 50 mM KC1, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2.5 mM MgClz and 20 mM Tris.HC1, pH 7.4. 
One portion was washed two times with this solution to  remove the catalytic subunit. Aliquots of the 
washed and unwashed membranes were then incubated for 5 minutes with the indicated concentrations 
of Mg- ATP and photolyzed as given in the text. Membrane proteins were separated o n  SDS-gradient 
polyacrylamide gels and the major photolabeled band (CA-1) was sliced out and counted by liquid 
scintilla tion. 
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Fig. 7. Membranes were incubated at 4" for 10 minutes with 79 pM [32P] 8-N3cAMP with subsequent 
addition of other nucleotide triphosphates at the concentrations indicated. After 10 minutes of incu- 
bation with the nucleotide triphosphates, the solutions were photolyzed as given in the text. Membranes 
proteins were separated o n  SDS*gradient polyacrylamide gels and the major photolabeled band (CA-1) 
was sliced out  and counted by liquid scintillation. 
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catalytic or regulatory subunit, or both, or is it the same site as the catalytic Mg- ATP site 
involved in protein phosphorylation? Also, does the catalytic subunit affect the dissociation 
of CAMP? Is catalytic subunit presence absolutely required for Mg. ATP to promote disso- 
ciation? 

A report on soluble, type I protein kinases indicates that catalytic subunit is required 
for Mg-ATP to cause dissociation of cAMP [24]. Research described herein shows that the 
catalytic subunit of the membrane-bound enzyme is not absolutely required although its 
presence does appear to decrease the concentration of Mg- ATP required for equivalent 
cAMP dissociation. We believe that this discrepancy may be explained by ionic-strength 
effects or by the existence of two forms of type I cAMP protein kinases. These may be 
defined as type I soluble (type IS; these may be isolated from cells or tissues without the 
use of detergents) and type I membrane-bound (type IM; these require detergents to be 
removed from membranes or cellular material). Human erythrocyte membranes as isolated 
in this report contain primarily type IM. We have observed only type IS in pigeon heart 
tissue but two forms of type I1 CAMP protein kinases, ie type 11s and type IIM [ 131 . 

bound, CAMP-activated protein kinases. For example, they may not exist in the R2C2 
form as do both soluble forms of type I and type 11, but they may exist in an RC form as 
reported for a CAMP-activated kinase purified from the particulate fraction of bovine 
cerebral cortex [21]. We have no data to support the ratio of R to C in the type IM enzyme 
and will depict it as RC since this is the simplest possible form. What this report does show 
is that the regulatory protein (R = CA-1) is attached to the membrane by strong, pre- 
sumably hydrophobic, forces and may be removed only by detergent action as reported by 
others [13,20] . Attachment of the catalytic subunit (C) is through R, and it is freely 
released by the binding action of cAMP or 8-N 3cAMP. Figure 8 shows four plausible 
mechanisms for cAMP activation of type IM protein kinase. Mechanisms 1 and 2 propose 
that C is either bound to R or to P, (membrane protein substrate) and that the specificity 
of P, phosphorylation is controlled by proximity to C since C is never free to migrate off 
the membrane. Data in Figures 1 and 5 show that this is not the case. Mechanisms 3 and 4 
propose that CAMP causes the free release of C and that the specificity of protein phos- 
phorylation is dependent on C recognition of P,. Mechanism 3 also proposes that R would 
be freely released on binding CAMP, which Figure 2 shows is not the case. Data presented 
in Figures 1 , 2 ,  and 5 indicate that type IM, R, and C subunits are controlled as indicated 
in mechanism 4. Using a different experimental approach and rabbit heart homogenates, 
Corbin et a1 [23] have reported a similar mechanism. 

Our data indicate that CAMP (or 8-N3cAMP) is bound by type I regulatory subunit 
at temperatures below 4" in such a way that it is not readily accessible to exchange with a 
100-fold excess of subsequently added cAMP or 8-N3 CAMP. This is supported by the very 
slow off rate for bound cAMP observed by many other laboratories and by the high per- 
centage of reversibly bound [32P] 8-N3 cAMP which is covalently incorporated on photoly- 
sis with one short (2-5 minutes) ultraviolet exposure. We routinely observe photoincor- 
poration into about 85% of the total membrane binding sites. Others have reported the 
use of [32P] 8-N3cAMP to quantitate CAMP receptor proteins in the cytosol of various 
tissues [ 171 . However, with similar systems other nucleotide photoaffinity analogs used 
in our laboratory, eg 8-N3ATP, 8-N3GTP, and the 8-azidoadenosine derivative of 3'- 
dephopho CoA, photoincorporate at best into only 10% of the total binding sites. This 
indicates that 8-N3cAMP is being bound such that the nitrene formed by photolysis does 
not have solvent or solute molecules in close proximity. Thus, because of the slow off rate, a 

Very little is known about the quaternary structure or mode of action of membrane- 
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Fig. 8. Mechanisms describing the possible binding properties of Type IM catalytic (C) and regulatory 
(R) subunits to their respective biological membranes and protein substrates (P,) after addition of 
CAMP. 

highly efficient reaction takes place between the nitrene and an amino acid residues in the 
binding site. This is also supported by our observation that complete proteolysis of CA-1 
photolabeled with ["PI 8-N3cAMP gives over 90% of the 32P-label in two polypeptides of 
identical molecular wieght which may be separated by isoelectric focusing. The two pep- 
tides exist on an approximately 1 : 1 ratio and the separation is indicative of a single charge 
difference [ 131 . In a less tightly or rigidly bound system, a more random labeling would be 
expected. The highly specific and efficient photoincorporation and the very slow off rate (or 
exchange rate) at 4" indicate that ["PI 8-N3cAMP is rigidly held in a solvent-solute free 
pocket of the regulatory protein which is unaffected by addition of CAMP, ATP without 
Mg2+, and Mg-GTP. However, addition of Mg. ATP (or Mg.8-N3ATP) rapidly effects dis- 
sociation of either CAMP or 8-N3cAMP from regulatory protein under like conditions, 
with or without catalytic subunit present. Therefore, an allosteric site for Mg- ATP on the 
regulatory protein must be proposed which is entirely different from the CAMP binding 
site. Figure 9 describes a working model of the nucleotide regulation of type IM enzyme. 
It indicates that the R subunit (ie, CA-1) contains both Mg. ATP and CAMP binding sites 
and proposes that the binding of these two nucleotides has opposing effects on the restraint 
and inhibition of the catalytic subunit. The Mg. ATP binding site is proposed to be on R 
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Fig. 9. Mechanism proposing binding sites on the regulatory subunit for CAMP, Mg.ATP, and catalytic 
subunit. Regulatory Mg. ATP site is distinct from Mg. ATP site on  the catalytic subunit. 

because of the ability of Mg. ATP and Mg.8-N3ATP to effect dissociation of cAMP without 
catalytic subunit present (Figs. 5 and 7) and the photoincorporation of [p, y3’P] 8-N3ATP 
onto R at concentrations which cause dissociation of [3’P] 8-N3cAMP from R. We propose 
that the cAMP and Mg. ATP sites on R are at different locations because of the “cold trap” 
experiments (see text and Fig. 4). Also, autophosphorylation is eliminated because experi- 
ments with [p, y3’P] 8-N3ATP showed that it was not a substrate for the catalytic subunit 
and did not phosphorylate any proteins of molecular weights near those of R or C. 

We have observed that the presence of C appears to decrease the Mg- ATP concen- 
tration required for maximum decrease of [3’P] 8-N3cAMP photoincorporation (Fig. 6). 
This indicates a cooperative relationship between Mg. ATP and C with regard to the cAMP 
binding properties of R of type IM protein kinase. We propose that coupling of reactions 
1B and 2 (Fig. 9) could represent the “turn off” switch for certain hormone stimulated 
actions, mediated by type I protein kinases, which result in the increased production of 
ATP. Also, this mechanism may allow type I1 protein kinases to be active in the same cell 
or tissue where type I protein kinases are “turned off.” Our observations with pigion heart 
tissue support this theory in that increasing Mg. ATP concentrations decreased photo- 
incorporation of [3zP] 8-N3cAMP onto the type I regulatory subunit but had no effect on 
photoincorporation on to the type I1 regulatory subunit [13]. However, the autoradio- 
grams of Figures 2 and 5 show photoincorporation of [32P] 8-N3cAMP into two proteins 
whose approximate molecular weights (54,000 and 59,000, respectively) correspond to 
that observed for the dephosphorylation and phosphorylated forms of type I1 protein 
kinase regulatory subunit. Addition of Mg- ATP clearly decreases photoincorporation into 
these proteins also. This indicates that CAMP binding to type IIM protein kinase regulatory 
subunits may also be under MgATP regulation. 

without Mg-ATP present a 25-3596 increase in photoincorporation of [”P] 8-N3cAMP is 
observed on going from 8.0 mM to 400 mM Na’ or K’. More recent data show that the 
Mg- ATP inhibition of photoincorporation of [3zP] 8-N3cAMP is very dependent on ionic 
strength, with Mg. ATP being much more effective at lower values [13] . This indicates that 
the association of the regulatory and catalytic subunits may also be controlled by ionic 
strength, as suggested by Fairbanks and Avruch [22] . Also, our results may explain the ionic- 
strength effects reported by Corbin et a1 [23] in which omitting NaCl reduced the amount 
of particulate-bound CAMP in rabbit heart tissue. 

The tentative mechanism represented in Figure 9 is overly simplified. For instance, 
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We also feel the detailed mechanism of sequestering of C subunit by R subunit will 
require further research. Figure 9 indicates that the R subunit never leaves the membrane. 
However, recent results indicate that Mg. ATP effects the release of R subunit in a manner 
similar to the CAMP-stimulated release of C subunit [ 131 . Experiments to elucidate the 
effects of Mg- ATP and Mg. 8-N3 ATP on R subunit binding to the membrane are currently 
underway. 

concentrations of cAMP may not be sufficient to predict CAMP-stimulated effects in vivo. 
The crux of the matter may be which proteins bind CAMP in the presence of the existing 
concentrations of endogenous constituents such as ATP, cGMP, GTP, and metal cations. 
We have observed an example of each of these substances affecting [32P] 8-N3cAMP photo- 
labeling of certain proteins. We propose that the use of this analog will resolve many of the 
complex problems concerning physiological events mediated by CAMP. Use of this com- 
pound has already shown what has to be considered cellular compartmentalization of cAMP 
binding proteins [ 141 . 

Considering the above observations, we suggest that experimentally measured cellular 
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